Keys and locks are an omnipresent fixture in our daily life, limiting physical access to privileged resources or spaces. While most of us may have marveled at the intricate shape of a key before, the usually hidden mechanical complexity within a cylinder lock is even more aweinspiring, containing a multitude of tiny movable parts such as springs and pins that have been precision-manufactured from highly customized materials using specialized fabrication techniques.
. Precision mechanics inside a modern door lock. There is a locking bolt centered between two cylinders, the security mechanism is based on spring-loaded arrays of tumbler pins. More details on lock technology are provided in Section 2. Illustration by courtesy of ASSA ABLOY (Switzerland) Ltd.
Mechanical cylinder locks possess a number of challenging design constraints against which security requirements have to be carefully weighed. Besides the obvious manufacturing costs, a cylinder's most limiting constraints are its dimensions (height, width, and depth) which are determined by its environment (for example a door) as well as people's aversion against keys that are too large or too heavy. Furthermore, to protect against wear and tear (for example from frequent use, soiling, or changing climate), any mechanical security feature has to be especially durable and cannot be too small. Thus, the maximum space available inside the cylinder and the minimum size of the mechanical devices limit the number of security features that can be put inside a cylinder.
Of great importance for this paper is another somewhat less obvious yet equally challenging complication, namely that usually, locks do not exist in isolation. Most locks occur as part of lock systems, that is, ensembles of locks that relate to each other conceptually and functionally. As a simple 'toy' example, consider a two-family duplex house where each of its two apartment units has its own door lock. Each lock must be opened by the inhabitant's key, but must not open to the other unit's key. Housekeeping and management, however, need to be able to open both doors.
With the duplex house example at hand, we can immediately recognize an abundance of more diverse and complicated lock systems occurring in apartment or office buildings, hotels, hospitals, or universities for example. Their defining characteristics are two complementary sets, cylinders and keys, where each key must open one or more cylinders but must not open the others, and where each cylinder must be unlocked by some of the keys, but must not be unlocked by the others.
The typical abstract specification of a lock system hence consists of a rectangular table A, where entry A(i, j) indicates whether cylinder i must/must not be unlocked by key j. For an electronic lock system, it thus would suffice to store this table in binary form and simply check the access privileges due to entry A(i, j) when key j is presented to the electronic lock i. However, for mechanical locks, table A must be implicitly encoded in the selection of the security features for each cylinder and each key because its size typically far exceeds available space. Moreover, the encoding should be as compact as possible to make good use of the limited cylinder space as well as save resources and thereby reduce costs.
For a first glance, consider Table 1 .1 and the previous duplex house example.
I1 I2 M C1 1 0 1 C2 0 1 1 Table 1 .1 Specification tables for two apartment door cylinders C1 and C2 as well as the two inhabitants' keys I1 (opening C1 but not C2) and I2 (opening C2 but not C1) and the management key M (opening both C1 and C2). ' 
1' signifies must open, '0' signifies must not open.
Not wanting to delve into the specifics of mechanics here, we can think of a challenge-response protocol where we model a security feature as a part of a 'challenge' posed to any key. A number of such features are placed in various locations in the cylinder, and if a key 'responds' to all of them correctly, that is, the key possesses a valid 'matching twin' feature at each of the necessary locations, the cylinder unlocks or opens. Note that abstract modeling of the mechanics not only allows us to reason effectively, it also accommodates the constant evolution of the mechanical design due to improved manufacturing tolerances and materials as well as new challenges such as the one posed by 3D-printing to anti-copy protections.
The duplex house example is easy enough to reason about the smallest set of security features necessary to implement the specification in Table 1 .1. If cylinder C1 has a feature at a position A but lacks one at another position B, i.e. '[A B] := [1 0]', and cylinder C2 is designed complementarily with a feature in position B but not A, i.e. '[A B] := [0 1]', then key I1 with twin features '[1 0]' opens only C1 but not C2, and key I2 with '[0 1]' only opens C2 but not C1. The management key M will be ' [1 1] ' and open both C1 and C2. (Note that in order to guarantee these relations, each of the two cylinders would only require its own distinguishing feature to be present and not check for others.)
Assigning each cylinder its own distinctive feature in the above fashion is always valid albeit inefficient as the limited space inside the cylinders is exhausted very quickly. Fortunately, it is possible to avoid this scenario in many practically relevant cases. For example, the most compact approach for a similar 'quinplex' house with five apartments, each accessible by its own key and the management key, only requires four, not five, security features. The curious reader may pause here briefly, find the solution, and also ponder related problems such as the general n-plex house. In general, the larger a lock system and the more elaborate its must open/must not open relations, the harder it gets to make optimal use of resources; a complexity analysis shows that the optimal encoding problem is NP hard, see [11, 27, 28, 36, 52] .
In order to physically realize the actual lock-system, we ultimately must return to the question of mechanical feasibility. Due to the aforementioned minimum dimension requirements as well as their specific shapes, mechanical security features cannot be arbitrarily placed inside a cylinder. For example, the presence of a feature in one spot precludes the placement of others too closely nearby. Thus, we would have to find mechanically suitable places for all the necessary security features within the cylinders. For practical and logistical reasons, manufacturers however typically start off from another angle and first consider standardized sets of physically possible cylinder configurations. In this setting, we then have to find a subset of cylinders that is rich enough to meet the needs of the lock system at hand, that is we must correctly select mechanical matches for each specified cylinder such that the mechanical keys exactly fulfill the required must open/must not open relations. This matching problem is also NP hard; it is in fact a graph subgraph isomorphism problem [23, 37] , see Section 3.
With increasing problem size, deterministic search algorithms [58, 59, 64, 65] quickly become intractable. In particular, graph pruning strategies designed to limit exhaustive examination of the full search space, as for example introduced in the VF2 algorithm [14, 15, 62] , do not yield significant gains for lock system graphs, due to high degrees of symmetry in the mechanics. As only viable alternative, heuristic search space exploration [2, 9, 46, 50, 55, 60] offers a successful paradigm that tries to benefit from random variations to systematic search. Readers unfamiliar or unconvinced by the idea may be swayed by thinking of trading in (quasi) certainty of a very long search for a hopeful (albeit ultimately uncertain) chance at reasonably quick success. Typically, one starts from an initial guess, inspects the local neighborhood for a solution, and then restarts if necessary with another guess. Randomized 'guessing' crucially drives innovation, or evolution, in the global search for a solution and can be done either uninformed or guided by insights gained from previous experience or simplified models, say. Moreover, an error function measures the grade of deviation from an optimum. It can serve as objective function for optimization techniques such as 'hill-climbing' type search [55, 60] in local neighborhoods or at least help determine which global search regions are more promising than others.
While any search methodology based on probabilistic heuristics is not guaranteed to be uniformly reliable or efficient [69] , a carefully tailored algorithm can still yield good results in many relevant practical cases quickly enough to be useful. We show that among the large class of stochastic optimization algorithms [9, 35, 46, 60] , Simulated Annealing [1, 2, 9, 12, 19, 33] can be enhanced by encoding techniques [11, 27, 28, 36, 52] to successfully master the challenges in our setting, see Sections 4 and 5.
We now invite the reader to accompany us into the universe of lock systems. That key in our pocket, it also unlocks a world at the crossroad of algebraic structure, computational complexity, combinatorial optimization, and randomized algorithms.
Physical Design Aspects of Mechanical Lock Systems. This section
gives the reader a more precise idea of the 'inner life' of locks and lock systems, a deeper look behind the scene, beyond what has merely been sketched in the introduction. We first inspect the interior of pin-tumbler cylinder locks in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 showcases an annotated commercial specification chart of a small lock system. Finally, Section 2.3 puts the discussion into a larger context of adjacent topics that are related but not relevant to the core of this paper. All illustrations in this section appear by courtesy of ASSA ABLOY (Switzerland) Ltd.
Overview of Mechanical Cylinder Lock Technology. Figures 2.1 and
2.2 illustrate the opening mechanism in a cylinder lock based on the common pintumbler technology. As mentioned in the introduction, keys and locks implement a challenge-response protocol in which the cylinder presents a 'challenge' to be met with a valid 'response' by a key. This is now exhibited in more detail. Opening mechanism of a pintumbler lock. Vertical springs push each pin upwards. By inserting the key, the pins push into the concave sections and thereby may adjust their height, counter-balancing the spring tension.
The longitudinal key profile ( Figure 2 .1, left) is cut out in several concave parts, with a shape reminiscent of an 'inverted mountain range.' The specific shape of the profile corresponds to the key's 'challenge response' when inserted into a cylinder.
The mechanical cylinder ( Figure 2 .2, right) consists of an inner rotor part housed within an outer stator casing. When unlocked, the rotor is allowed to turn and open the lock, typically by removing a locking bolt. The locking mechanism consists of spring-loaded pins (stacks of thin metal plates) that each sit within vertical holes. Without the right key, the springs push the pins so that they protrude without alignment into the rotor, thereby preventing it from turning. Adjusting the pins, each just the right way so that they all exactly align at the shear point between stator and rotor represents the 'challenge' posed by the cylinder to an opening key.
Note that the situation depicted in Figure 2 .2 is typical in that in a single row, there is space for lining up only five to six spring-loaded pins. To increase the number of available opening functions for larger lock-systems, each pin however may be allowed to align at several places. This can be achieved by stacking several smaller movable plates on top of each other instead of using a single larger contiguous pin, see Figure 2 .2 where, for illustration, multiple alignments at four levels are possible for each pin.
For a comparison of locked and unlocked pin configurations, Figure 2 .3 shows a two-sided assembly as one would find it in a door lock. As an alternative to a single row of 'stacked' vertical pins, we may also consider arranging simple pins at multiple angles inside the cylinder, see Figures 2.4 and 2.5. In this configuration, a cylinder may contain pins at up to 15 places, each requiring to be aligned for the rotor to turn. For the remainder of this paper, we focus on the second type of mechanical cylinders consisting of three rows of simple pins as these are of relevance for our industrial partner. However, we don't see a reason why the theory and algorithms developed in the following would not apply to the first kind, see [39] for a previous investigation of some of the aspects.
Note that with several rows of pins having to fit into the available mechanical cylinder space, there typically is not enough room for stacked pins. To provide a great selection of different cylinders for large lock systems, we can trade in some security for variability: instead of a single cylinder of ultimate 'strength' with the maximum number of 15 possible pins, we can reduce the number of pins per cylinder and create more of them by combinatorics. In practice, one typically chooses between seven and nine pins (from 15) per cylinder, corresponding to the highest binomial coefficients. The mechanical cylinders are then produced from the, say
)
, combinatoric variations. Interestingly though, not all variations will be manufactured; instead, a few of the pins are fixed to separate subcontractors, distributors, and regional markets to prevent unauthorized reimports or price cutting. Lastly, by varying placement locations and changing the distance between pins, we can create additional pin configurations and corresponding sets of mechanical cylinders, see Section 5.2.2.
Specification of Locking Functionalities.
To give the reader a glimpse at the commercial specification and administration of lock systems, Figure 2 .6 shows an annotated commercial lock system specification chart. Many of the details available in this chart are not of immediate relevance for this paper. However, they represent necessary information for the manufacturer to maintain the lock-system for the client and nicely illustrate the complexity of the overall framework. Section G represents the core of the chart, stating in 'sparse' notation the rectangular table of open/not-open relations between the cylinders and keys, as described in the introduction.
Fig. 2.6. Commercial lock system specification chart. Sections have been annotated in bold letters for readers who cannot understand German: A refers to details of the subcontractor responsible for installation and maintenance, B gives details about the lock system category (which influences price, features, complexity), C and D list the keys (in this case four) and door locks (seven in this example) respectively, E states the manufacturer codes of those mechanical cylinders that have been installed, and F adds further details such as measurements. Finally, G specifies by X what key must open which door, a missing X indicates must not open.
A slightly closer look at the details of Sections C, D, G in Figure 2 .6 reveals a lock system consisting of seven cylinders and four keys. Cylinders 1-4 belong to the entrance doors of four individual apartments, each to be opened by its own key. Moreover, cylinders 5-7 belong to communally shared doors at the building entrance and in the cellar, all to be opened by each of the four keys.
2.3.
Related subjects nonessential to this paper. To conclude, we briefly discuss related topics that are only of peripheral interest to the core of this paper and hence will be omitted from the following discussion. The curious reader inspired by this short summary is encouraged to follow up at her own leisure.
The technologies used for precision manufacturing, metal forming, and materials engineering do directly constrain the choices of pin layout, placement, and complexity inside a cylinder. However, this information is proprietary and protected by trade secrets. Therefore, we will leave the discussion at the general level of Section 2.1.
Secondly, a security infrastructure might be based solely on electronics in the form of identification badges or key cards based on radio-frequency identification (RFID) [25, 63] , offering great flexibility. When a key gets lost, its electronic component can be deactivated; key privileges can also be easily reconfigured without physical access or modifications. Furthermore, key use can be monitored and logged.
One can also leverage these benefits within classical lock-systems by an upgrade with mechatronic components. For example, mechanical keys can be additionally equipped with an RFID transponder chip that provides a secondary authentication and access control factor by a matching RFID reader integrated into the cylinder, see Figure 2 .7. (Alas, this can increase costs by up to a factor of four; for this reason, about 75%-80% of mechanical locks have no mechatronic components.)
Another topic that is out of our scope concerns mechanical key modifications, for example for anti-copy protection. While chip technology can be an effective means to that end, it is also possible to include miniature dynamic elements like a spring-loaded pin on an otherwise completely static key, see Figure 2 .8. Last but not least, we do not consider special high-security features, some of which are briefly discussed for example in [51] . In any case, security experts [6, 21, 22] would remind us that locks in general are only one of potentially many components of a security infrastructure whose overall level of protection proverbially depends on the 'weakest link in the chain.' These reservations notwithstanding, we are now ready to proceed to the main part of the paper and approach all the fascinating theoretical and computational challenges that are offered by lock systems.
Algebraic Model and Structure.
With a more detailed picture of mechanical cylinders and keys in our hands, we are now ready to approach the lock system calculation and marry the demands of the specification chart with the restrictions imposed by the mechanics. We first introduce a binary vector model for cylinders and keys in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 then discusses partial ordering aspects and the upper semilattice structure of the key hierarchy; Section 3.3 presents the visualization by directed acyclic graphs. Section 3.4 formally states the combinatorial optimization problems at the core of lock system calculation.
Correct Encodings with Binary Vectors.
To begin, let us return to the simple lock system presented in the introduction, consisting of two apartments with their individual keys and a manager key able to access both. Table 3 .1 states the corresponding specification chart in the sparse notation introduced in Section 2.2.
Key Key Key I1 I2 M Cylinder C1 X X Cylinder C2 X X Table 3 .
Lock system specification chart in sparse notation for two apartment door cylinders Cand C2 as well as the two inhabitants' keys I(opening Cbut not C2) and I2 (opening C2 but not C1) and the management key M (opening both Cand C2). An 'X' means must open, its absence signifies must not open.
As sketched in the introduction, we can then ponder what set of mechanical features those cylinders and keys at least must have to implement these demands. Clearly, there must be at least one pin in cylinder C1 that is not aligned when key I2 is presented, but aligned for I1. Vice versa, there is another pin in cylinder C2 that is unaligned for key I1 but aligned with key I2. Moreover, not more than these two pins are needed as key M, as master key, combines features of I1 and I2.
As an algebraic model, let us consider a set of binary (bit) vectors. For a cylinder, a '1' at position i indicates the presence of a simple pin (a 'challenge' to a key), and a '0' indicates the absence. Correspondingly, for a key, a '1' at position i indicates a valid response to the pin at that position (mechanical alignment at the shear point), while '0' means a missing response (no pin alignment). An encoding e is a injective mapping of the two sets of cylinders and keys of a lock system into a set of binary vectors of fixed length, where the exact length varies and depends on the specification. As an example, consider the encoding of the lock system from Table 3 .1 given in Table 3 .2. For simplicity, the binary vectors are represented as binary numbers; the prefix '0b' is there for clarity but will be omitted in the future. We call an encoding correct if the fundamental relations in the following Theorem 3.1 hold for all pairs of keys and cylinders in accordance to the lock system specification. We will be particularly interested in finding a correct encoding with bit vectors of length as short as possible, see Section 3.4. Here, < and > denote lexicographical comparison [35] of the encodings, or the linear order of the equivalent binary numbers. Relation (3.1) and its dual (3.2) formalize the intuitive notion presented in the introduction that in order for a key to open a cylinder, it must possess matching security features at all the places where the cylinder requires them. (Other features may be present on the key but are not checked by the cylinder.) Relations (3.3) and (3.4) say that in order for a key to not open a cylinder, it must lack a security feature in at least one of the places where the cylinder requires them.
It can be seen that each cylinder c partitions the set of keys into those that open c and those that do not. Vice versa, each key k induces an analogous dual partition on the set of cylinders. Assuming that keys do not contain redundant information, we can deduce an important generative principle based on the encoding of cylinders. (3.5)
Observe that a lock system with n different cylinders can always be encoded using bit vectors of length n, and there can exist up to 2 n − 1 different keys. Depending on which of these keys are specified and which ones are unwanted, shorter encodings may be possible. To see this, let us return to a question posed in Section 1: what if there had been five instead of two apartments in the example from Table 3 .1? Once again, combinatorics in the form of binomial coefficients comes to our aid, see Table 3 .3: instead of a single feature, permute a pair of features within a group of four possible locations, resulting in a total of ( 4 2 ) = 6 cylinder encodings. (Thus, there even is a spare one for future use, say when a key gets lost and the lock needs to be replaced.)
However, there is a subtle yet vital restriction to be aware of when using combinations of features to encode a group. For example, what if another key was to be introduced that had to open cylinders C1 and C5 but not C2-C4? With the encoding from Table 3 .3 Extension of the example in Table 3 .2. Encoding five cylinders with four instead of five bits. Rather than a single unique feature, each cylinder has a unique combination of two out of a group of four.
Partial Ordering and Upper Semilattice
Structure. In the model introduced in Section 3.1, there is no difference in the encoding of a cylinder and a 'singleton' key that exactly opens this cylinder but no others: obviously, such a key needs all the features present in that cylinder and does not require any further ones present in other cylinders. As a consequence, each cylinder c can be equivalently represented by its singleton key k =: k c satisfying
This simplification then allows us to condense the lock system representation into a hierarchy solely consisting of keys and a binary relation :
key k1 opens all cylinders opened by key k2 ⇔ k1 k2 (3.9) (For the lock system encoded in Table 3 .2, we thus have M I1 and M I2. Note however that I1 I2 and I2 I1.) It can be readily verified that this relation satisfies the following three important properties for all keys k i , k j , k k :
• Reflexivity:
(For the useful antisymmetry property to hold, we make the reasonable assumption that any redundant duplicates have been eliminated from the lock system. Although not strictly necessary, this considerably simplifies the discussion by considering partially ordered instead of merely preordered sets [57] .)
Without loss of generality, from hereon out we further assume the existence of a master key opening all locks. In this case, any nonempty finite subset of keys has a least upper bound, or join [8, 18] . However, k(c 1 ) ∧ k(c 2 ) does not exist for cylinders c 1 ̸ = c 2 . These findings are summarized as follows.
Theorem 3. 3 . The must open/must not open relations among cylinders and keys, as defined in a lock system specification, induce a partial order (3.9) on the partially ordered set (poset) of keys of the lock system. When a master key exists, the set of keys has an upper semilattice structure.
It is important to note that the structure described in Theorem 3.3 is inherent to the original problem and not an artifact introduced by our particular model. We thus carefully distinguish between the abstract partial order of keys and any of the operators ∨, ∧, <, > tied to the specific encoding from Section 3.1. However, encoding can be viewed as a partial order preserving embedding into some complete lattice 2 S .
Visualization as Directed Acyclic Graphs.
Among the many equivalent representations of partial orders (see for example [8] ), we prefer the one by a directed graph G = (V, E). Each vertex v i ∈ V represents a unique key, and each directed edge e = (v j → v i ) ∈ E represents the order relation v i v j among two associated keys v i ̸ = v j . We call v i an ancestor of v j , and v j a descendant of v i . An immediate ancestor is called a parent, and an immediate descendant is a child.
The antisymmetry from Section 3.2 guarantees that G cannot have (directed) cycles [16, 62] . Moreover, a bijective mapping f between the poset of keys and the vertices of a directed graph is called an isomorphism when k i k j if and only if there is a directed edge from f (k j ) to f (k i ). (Ancestors thus correspond to stronger keys whose opening functions include those of the weaker keys that are their descendants.)
Theorem 3.4. The poset of keys from a lock system specification is isomorphic to a connected directed acyclic graph (DAG). The master key corresponds to the unique root node; each leaf corresponds to the singleton key k c of a unique cylinder c.
In order to decrease visual complexity, we prefer a 'sparse' representation of the partial order called a transitive reduction [3] : we omit all edges which are implicit through transitivity and which can be reconstructed via transitive closure [62] . Furthermore, we may elect to not show singleton keys at all if there are too many. Figure 3 .1 shows the DAG for the lock system of Table 3 .1. Each node but the root has a unique parent; the DAG is a rooted tree. (The precise term is arborescence [35] , a DAG whose underlying undirected graph is a tree and where the single root node has a unique path to every other node. For easier reading, we prefer to use 'tree.')
The DAG for a slightly augmented system is shown in Figure 3 .2. Here, the inhabitants' keys I1 and I2 both open the entrance E, in addition to their respective apartment doors A1 and A2. In this case, the DAG has lost the tree property; node E has more than one parent and is called cross-locked. While it is benign in this case, cross-locking can cause severe problems for calculations, see Sections 4 and 5. Figures 3.1 and 3. 2 reveals a particularity of lock system graphs: any node that is not a leaf must have at least two children. The directed edge f (k j ) → f (k i ) implies that key k i is stronger than k j , that is C(k j ) C(k i ). The additional cylinder(s) in the nonempty set C(k i )\C(k j ) will be represented by at least one more directed edge incoming to v i . This is why in Figure 3 .1, keys I1 and I2 are identical with the singleton keys (instead of forming short chains), whereas in Figure 3 .2 they become parents of A1, E and A2, E, respectively. (With omission of the singletons, the lock system in Figure 3 .2 would look as in Figure 3 .1, where I1, I2 are 'group' keys opening a group of two cylinders each.)
Comparison of
Finally, note that the arrow direction itself is nothing but a convention; as long as it is consistent, we are free to choose it either way. Having all arrows point up towards the root (our choice) reminds us that stronger keys inherit all the features of their descendants. Vice versa, the alternative of arrows pointing away from the root downwards indicates that missing features are inherited from ancestors.
The fundamental Encoding and Matching Problems in Lock
System Calculation. We are finally ready to precisely state the fundamental encoding and matching problems from combinatorial optimization arising in lock system calculation. Both are computationally difficult to handle as they can be shown to belong to the class of NP hard problems. (For a background on NP complete decision and NP hard optimization problems, see for example [16, 23, 35, 47] .) Definition 3.5. (Encoding Problem) For a given lock system specification, find a correct encoding of shortest bit vector length.
The encoding reflects what might be regarded as the structure and complexity of the lock system specification. Despite superficial similarities, we do not see any useful connections to optimal encoding problems from information theory [16, 17, 41, 54] . Theorem 3.6 categorizes the complexity, we will elaborate on the result in Section 4.1.
Theorem 3.6 ( [11, 27] ). The encoding problem is NP hard.
The DAG can provide some estimates of the encoding length. The total number of leaves is an upper bound that in practice typically -and fortunately -is a gross overestimate. (Recall that equipping each cylinder with its own distinctive feature usually is unnecessary and inefficient.) A lower bound is the number of nodes on the longest directed path from the root to any leaf. (This bound is sharp for a binary tree. General DAGs are more complicated however, see Section 4.) For the definition of the matching problem, recall that mechanical cylinders consist of a fixed number of simple pins, say seven, placed at some of 15 total possible places. A representation r is a injective mapping of a set of mechanical cylinders into the set of binary vectors of length 15, where pin locations have been linearly ordered according to a predefined, fixed scheme. To distinguish the mechanical cylinders from those abstractly defined in the lock system specification, we denote the former by z i (and the latter by c i ). Also note the difference between specification-dependent encoding (e.g. Table 3 .3) and mechanics-tied representation (Table 3. 
4).
Cylinder z Representation r(z) Z1 01010 00011 10101 Z2 01010 11000 10110 Table 3 .4 Example of a representation of two mechanical cylinders with 7 pins among 15 places. As a visual aid, the 15 places are partitioned in groups of five, corresponding to the three rows of 5 pins each in a mechanical cylinder.
Analogous to Theorem 3.2 , we can find the corresponding representation r(k) of a mechanical key k from its opening functions. .14), as a caveat similar to the one at the end of Section 3.1 applies. We are now ready to define the matching problem. Definition 3.9. (Matching Problem) Find a correct matching for the cylinders {c i } from a given lock system specification within a set of mechanical cylinders {z i }.
To classify the complexity, let us revisit the connection between the lock specification and its associated directed acyclic graph (DAG) discussed in Section 3. Note that there is another, much larger DAG corresponding to the mechanical keys over the set of all mechanical cylinders. Now, for two directed graphs
. (For example, two different correct matchings may still yield, via (3.10), exactly the same representations for all mechanical keys but the singletons; in this case, the two matchings are equivalent and 'their' DAGs canonically isomorphic.) The subgraph isomorphism problem consists of finding a subgraph G ′
(that is, exactly those edges 'within' G ′ 2 are considered). By matching specified cylinders {c i } to mechanical counterparts {z i }, we implicitly define a subgraph of the 'mechanical DAG', and checking the matching for 'correctness' in the sense of Theorem 3.8 then is nothing else but testing for subgraph isomorphism.
Theorem 3.10 ( [23] ). The matching problem is equivalent to the graph subgraph isomorphism problem and NP complete.
While Section 4 discusses algorithmic aspects in greater detail, the reader should at least have an intuitive idea of the practical implications of matching complexity. Imagine that we have selected an initial tentative mapping {c i } → {z i } from specified to mechanical cylinders. We then derive mechanical key representations according to Theorem 3.7 and afterwards use Theorem 3.8 to check correctness. In the unfortunate yet likely case that one or more of the derived mechanical keys open too many cylinders, we need to retract, modify the mapping, and start over.
Finally, take careful note of how the encoding problem seeks an optimal compact abstraction of the lock system specification disregarding mechanical constraints, while on the other hand, the matching problem embodies the core issue of representing the requirements of the specification within the limitations imposed by the mechanics.
Algorithms.
This section discusses algorithms for encoding and matching problems. Some details are considered sensitive by the industrial partner and only elaborated sparingly; we ask the reader to forgive us for that.
Algorithms for the Encoding Problem.

Hierarchical Encoding and Obstacles for Optimality.
For sake of simplification, let us first consider a lock system whose DAG, after transitive reduction, is a tree. Starting from the top downwards, the children of the root node partition the set of cylinders into a disjoint union of subsets [8] , see the example depicted in Then, assigning all cylinders (and keys) in one subtree a unique common 'subencoding' (in this example a prefix of four) ensures that no key from another subtree will open them, thereby enforcing a maximum separation between subtrees. (Note that just like in Table 3 .3 from Section 3, we use binomial coefficients to achieve compact encodings at this stage.) This intuitive idea can of course be applied recursively, by proceeding to the next 'level' of the children's children, which refines the previous coarser partition of cylinders into a finer one [8, 20, 49] . The final encoding then is composed of a sequence of several subvectors, each reflecting another level of recursive partitioning. In this simple form, hierarchical encoding thus is an instance of the Divide and Conquer paradigm using Breadth-First Search (BFS) for the graph traversal [16, 34] .
However, our enthusiasm for the maximum separation principle is quickly dampened once we recognize its limitations as only a locally optimal heuristic. In particular, the cylinder sets in a partition may vary greatly in cardinality, as may the keys from one subtree to another. Such imbalances, when they occur, cannot be avoided as they are a direct consequence of the lock system specification (however, see Section 4.1.2 for an at least partially mitigating technique based on introducing artificial nodes via splitting). Enforcing strictly hierarchical BFS processing thus implies foregoing optimality; the largest subgroup of nodes encountered at that recursion level determines the space needed for a sub-encoding.
Further serious complications arise from cross-locked nodes, see the examples in Figure 4 .2. Cross-locking joins what would otherwise be independent subtrees; this implies that the cylinder sets at the bottom of two or more subtrees overlap. Note that whenever present, a cross-locked node is explicitly prescribed in the lock system specification. Therefore, all its parents with the corresponding must open relations are of essential importance; it is not correct to further reduce the problem to say a spanning tree [16, 35] .
One of the complications that cross-locking causes for hierarchical encoding is illustrated by the shaded node in the left lower corner of Figure 4 .2. The hierarchical separation at the parent level, separating ('001') and ('010') from their sibling ('100'), is overturned by the imperative ( ′ 000 ′ ) = ('001 ′ ) ∧ ('010 ′ ) of the cross-locked node. To guarantee the must not open relation of the sibling, one thus needs another feature on the cylinders below the cross-locked key. Depending on the separation at coarser levels, it may still be possible to use the same feature location for separation in different independent subtrees, thereby mitigating the risk of having to introduce a new feature for each cross-locked node. This more frugal approach however comes at the price of significant overhead in book-keeping.
Secondly, there are cross-lockings like the solid filled black one in the lower right in Figure 4 .2 which do not reside at one unique recurrence level. These nodes require special attention as they threaten the topological order in which parents are processed before children. With considerable additional care, one may elect to delay their processing until their very last occurrence. Alternatively, one may identify such nodes beforehand and assign the concerned cylinders their own individual feature, presupposing that there are just a few of these nodes requiring such special treatment.
At this point in our discussion, we hope to have convinced the reader of the severe obstacles standing in the way of finding an optimal encoding for a general DAG. In the following Section 4.1.2, we approach the subject from another angle originating from object-oriented programming. Section 5.2.1 will present an illustrative case study exhibiting sophisticated encoding of a practically relevant test case.
The Graph Coloring Connection.
This section studies automatic encoding techniques that have been derived in the conceptually related setting of multiple-inheritance type hierarchies in object-oriented programming. Moreover, it provides some insight into the encoding complexity as characterized in Theorem 3.6 from Section 3.4. Note that our focus is on algorithms for general DAGs; we do not consider techniques that limited to trees [13, 28] .
Our presentation adopts the algorithmic framework for hierarchical encodings suggested in [11] that encapsulates a sequence of related works [4, 10, 11, 36] . Two of these algorithms, a hierarchical encoding based on Caseau et al. [10, 11] and another one by Krall et al. [36] , will feature in the comparative studies exhibited in Section 5.
All these techniques are based on the fundamental observation that the number of join-irreducible elements in the semilattice establishes an upper bound for minimum encoding length [42, 43] . (A join-irreducible element j has the property that for any nonempty subset S with j = ∨ S implies j ∈ S.) The join-irreducibles feature as vertices of an associated conflict graph [11, 36] whose (undirected) edges indicate which of the join-irreducibles necessarily need to be separated. Finally, a vertex coloring determines the chromatic number (minimum number of colors) or an approximation thereof, where the colors can be directly translated into the bits of a correct encoding of the whole upper semilattice. It is this connection to the graph coloring problem (which is known to be NP complete [23] ) that makes the encoding problem NP-hard, see Theorem 3.6.
Nodes with many children represent an intrinsic challenge as all these children may appear as clique (a completely connected subgraph) in the associated conflict graph. Heuristically splitting the children into subgroups by inserting artificial intermediate nodes [11, 28, 36] provides a remedy that decreases branching factor and clique sizes; it therefore is a default preprocessor [11, 36] in all these algorithms. (As an alternative, one may also consider multi-coloring the vertices of the conflict graph, however in the absence of an efficient multi-coloring algorithm and with reported performance [66] comparable to Krall et al. [36] , we did not pursue this idea any further.)
Algorithms for the Matching Problem.
Navigating the Landscape of Combinatorial Optimization Algorithms.
Combinatorial optimization is a well-established and active area of research with a host of specialized subdomains too vast to discuss; instead we refer the reader to some textbooks [9, 35, 46, 60] that also contain further references. What we do want to provide here is our rationale for choosing an algorithm among the many available techniques. For the now following discussion, it is important to remember that we search for a globally optimal solution of the matching problem; an inexact approximate solution ultimately is of no practical value (even though one still may make some use of it, for example as starting guess to initialize or restart an algorithm). Furthermore, a single instance, a 'point', in the search space refers to the entire key DAG induced over a candidate set of cylinders whose correct matching has to be assessed.
Two for us useful classifications categories govern the distinction between 1.) deterministic algorithms and those that rely on randomness, as well as 2.) algorithms with memory and essentially memoryless ones. A deterministic algorithm with memory [58, 59, 64, 65] systematically searches for a matching while keeping track of already explored or non-promising candidates. A memoryless algorithm tries to exploit patterns and properties of the search space or the error (objective) function to get by (essentially) without memory; the best known example is the greedy algorithm that is optimal for matroids [16, 35, 50] .
As a powerful alternative to determinism, randomized search heuristics [7, 46] allow a non-systematic exploration of the global search space as well as a convenient way of escaping from local optima that are not globally optimal [46, 55] . Simulated Annealing [1, 2, 9, 12, 19, 33, 56] is an essentially memoryless approach that seeks an optimum of the objective function without insisting on continuously improving solutions. Instead, degradations are accepted albeit of smaller degree and with decreasing probability over time, governed by a schedule borrowed from a physical model for the cooling of matter. An example of a randomized algorithm with memory is Tabu Search [26] that maintains a list of recently inspected suboptimal solutions in order to avoid revisiting them in the short term. Genetic Algorithms and Genetic Programming [9, 45, 46] maintain a set of promising approximate solutions from which new ones are generated mimicking the biological principles of recombination, mutation, and selection of the fittest.
Given the complexity of the matching problem, it is no surprise that experiments with state-of-the-art graph algorithms such as [14, 15, 58, 59, 62] quickly exposed the intractability of deterministic systematic search space exploration. With no theoretical or practical evidence for the usefulness of greedy algorithms, randomized heuristics thus are a natural choice. Deciding among the many available techniques however is not straightforward. One guiding principle for us was a small memory footprint in order to allow multiple potential use cases for our software, including stand-alone, seamless-workflow-integrated, and as back-end application for web services. This line of reasoning speaks against Genetic Algorithms and instead advocates for Simulated Annealing as our main vehicle. Additionally, the final decision in its favor was supported by its success in a related previous investigation [39] and our own pilot feasibility study. We do not believe Simulated Annealing to be the only reasonable choice of an algorithm [9, 55, 69] . On the contrary, experiments [9] suggest that success depends as much on problem-specific tailoring as on the (meta-)heuristic.
Simulated Annealing and Refinements. The purpose of Simulated
Annealing (SA) [1, 2, 9, 12, 19, 33, 46, 56] for our matching problem consists of finding a zero of an appropriate nonnegative error function f measuring the grade of deviation from a correct matching. We will say more about error function design later on; for now we can think of simply counting the incorrect edges in the induced key graph of a tentative matching. (Such edges correspond to key representations that violate specified must not open relations, see Section 3.4 and also [30] .)
Ideally, one would like to find a sequence of tentative matchings such that their associated errors strictly decrease, f 1 > f 2 > . . ., thereby ensuring convergence to a global optimum. However, as explained in Section 4.2.1, there is a very high chance to get stuck in a local minimum from which the algorithm needs to be able to escape [46] in order to further explore the search space. SA provides a mechanism based on randomization for this purpose: let f c denote the current value of the error function and f n > f c a new one corresponding to a new yet 'worse' tentative matching, the new matching is nonetheless accepted as next iterate with probability p = e fc−fn T < 1, where T > 0 is a control parameter called the temperature. Observe that for fixed values f c and f n , p is strictly monotonically increasing in T . To achieve convergence, SA uses a cooling schedule that lowers T over time, thereby gradually accepting only smaller degradations, and with decreasing probability. The theory of Markov Chains and Monte Carlo methods offers a perspective on the probability of convergence to a global optimum, for details see [9, 53] and the references therein. In practice, the cooling schedule benefits from careful tuning to our application, see also [1, 9, 56] .
The generation of new tentative candidate mappings is a key ingredient of SA. Plain SA merely considers random exchanges of mechanical cylinders but this approach is often too inefficient due to the vastness of the cylinder sets. Instead, one can guide SA by restricting its choices at runtime to 'reasonable' candidates from a promising neighborhood [1, 9] . In our case, candidates can be determined ahead of time case by assigning the '0' positions from a precomputed-encoding as filters to the mechanics. The idea of using precomputed models to guide dynamic choices was originally introduced for improved dynamic task scheduling in parallel computing [5] but shows equally great potential in our SA framework, see Section 5. Moreover, matching entire groups of cylinders instead of individual ones yields additional efficiency gains.
Another point concerns the error function design. Intuitively, it seems desirable to keep track of very poorly matched cylinders that make significant contributions to the error function, in order to prioritize and expedite improvements to their matching. Such auxiliary objectives [9] however are very costly to evaluate and have a significant impact on runtime. While computationally cheaper surrogate error functions [9] can be formulated for this task, we did not find worthwhile benefits in practice and chose to keep using the less expressive yet simpler and cheaper error function outlined earlier. Table 5 .1 gives a summary of the test data. Our test set consists of two parts. The first eight cases constitute a cross-section of representative core problems that were selected for an initial pilot feasibility study. This data was later supplemented by a selection of problems collected during one working day at the KESO, ASSA ABLOY facility.
Sample Test Results and Case Studies.
Evaluation Overview.
Lock System # cylinders # keys # x-locks Krall [36] Caseau [10, 11] [36] and a hierarchical encoding based on Caseau [10, 11] , see Section 4.1, followed by the runtime of the matching algorithm based on Simulated Annealing (SA) from Section 4.2. Table 5 .1 indicates that cross-locked nodes occur very frequently in practice and Section 5.2.1 will investigate the encoding of one test case, TS 100250, in greater detail. Moreover, we observe that encoding length almost always exceeds the 15 feature places provided by a single cylinder set; Section 5.2.2 shows how we match with multiple cylinder sets. Because of the nondeterministic nature of Simulated Annealing, its performance is subject to random variations; timing results in Table 5 .1 report typical performance (reproducible within meaningful error margin) on the test data. Note that SA with encoding-based filters finds a global optimum in every case.
In-depth Case Studies.
To get some additional understanding, this section considers two test cases in greater depth. We first study a compact encoding of TS100250, shown in Figure 5 .1. Then, we take a closer look at a correct matching of TS100255 from Figure 5 Figure 5.3 shows an excerpt of an efficient, correct encoding of the TS100250 lock system, focusing on the crosslocked nodes and their ancestors. The length of the complete encoding is 15, with node 1 representing the master key. For better legibility, the encoding has been partitioned into parts of size three. '1' denotes presence of a feature, '0' its absence; 'F' denotes free (undetermined) feature positions.
Case Study 1: Encoding of TS100250.
In the light of the discussion in Section 4.1.1 on the complications caused by cross-locking, it is remarkable that the lock-system can be encoded with 15 bits, given that there are 11 cross-locked among 75 nodes in total. This example impressively illustrates the sophistication in encoding solutions which an algorithm can produce when permitted by the lock system specification.
Recalling Theorems 3.1 and 3.3, we can verify in detail how the upper semilattice structure from the partial ordering of the keys is reflected in the encoding, key k1 opens all cylinders opened by key k2 ⇔ e(k1) > e(k2).
(5.1)
The symbol F in Figure 5 It is instructive to study the effects of such imbalances on encoding. Note how two children of the root, 3 and 4, have fewer '1'-features than their sibling, 2. This implies that nodes 3 and 4 have smaller or less constrained ancestor DAGS than node 2. Moreover, with node 2 possessing just one feature less than node 1, its ancestors and their connecting edges critically determine the total encoding length.
Finally, note that any permutation, when consistently applied to all the vectors of a correct encoding, maintains the partial ordering of keys and cylinders and thereby preserves correctness. Thus, we must not be fazed by a computer algorithm that produces an encoding not akin to intuitive human interpretation. All that matters is correctness; we are free to rearrange the bit order a posteriori to a 'friendlier' format.
Case Study 2:
Matching of TS100255. Figure 5.4 shows an excerpt of a correct matching of the TS100255 lock system. Even though this lock system is not particularly large, it represents an extremely challenging example due to the lack of structure and the high number of cross-lockings, 130, out of 163 keys and 129 cylinders. The complexity of TS100255 makes it impossible to find a correct matching within a single set of mechanical cylinders with just 15 feature places. Instead, as indicated at the end of Section 2.1, we have to combine several sets of cylinders with varying feature positions to allow for a matching to exist. As in each cylinder set, its 15 representation bits correspond to their own unique feature positions, we can embed several sets into longer vectors where each bit again represents a unique position that may occur in one set but not necessarily in others. In the example in Figure 5 .4, we embedded multiple cylinder sets into a combined representation of length 37, long enough to find a correct matching by Simulated Annealing. (Interestingly, the encodings by both Caseau [10, 11] and Krall [36] are longer, although this is hardly a fair comparison, due to SA's much greater computational effort.) In this case, the union of cylinder sets contains about 620'000 mechanical cylinders among which a correct matching has to be found, guaranteeing that the thus found mechanical key representations satisfy the partial ordering equations, key k1 opens all cylinders opened by key k2 ⇔ r(k1) > r(k2).
(5.
2)
The upper semilattice of mechancial keys over 620'000 cylinders is a giant and too large to ever store in memory; nevertheless note how strongly constrained the cylinders are by mechanical restrictions as the theoretically possible number of (
) ≈ 124 million combinations is far from being realized.
The intricacy of this example illustrates nicely the complexity that human professionals performing 'manual' lock system calculations have to prepare for, and the sophistication required to solve the lock system calculation problem. In conclusion, it thus makes a strong case for importance and impact of the research and the computational techniques described in this paper.
A Note on Default Behavior and Exception Handling.
When approaching an unknown lock system, we risk facing an all too familiar dilemma if the randomized matching algorithm does not find a solution quickly. What to do, be patient and wait longer, or abort and start over? Without a universally valid answer, one typically chooses an a priori runtime limit, say two hours, that is sufficiently long for handling almost all cases and short enough to still allow rush processing of an order [39] .
If repeated runs of the black-box algorithm do not produce a solution, an exception occurred that needs to be handled under guidance of a human expert; on the algorithmic level this can be done for example by increasing the runtime limit or modifying default parameters and strategies. In the very rare case that a lock system still cannot be matched, the expert enters in a feedback dialogue with the customer to revise parts of the lock system specification.
Conclusion and perspective.
Approaching the end of this paper, we hope to have conveyed some of the mystery and magic of modern mechanical lock systems which offer a surprising diversity of interesting challenges not only to burglars and safe-crackers but also mathematicians and computer scientists. If by sheer curiosity or in the noble name of science, the reader now feels inclined to tinker with locks and keys, we wish you a lot of fun -and understanding and forgiveness by family and neighbors. In the following, we briefly discuss interesting problems that are of more theoretical or computational nature.
A combinatorial optimization problem of great practical importance concerns the development of algorithms for the optimal extension of a previously calculated lock system. We can distinguish three types of such extensions, first the search for new keys with a novel set of opening functionalities for existing cylinders, second the selection of new cylinders to be opened by existing keys, and third a combination of the previous two cases. Using sort and search algorithms, one can quickly check if an extended solution exists that includes the previous one. Otherwise, the task becomes harder and we have to find a solution that requires the smallest modification of the previous calculation, that is the exchange of as few of the existing cylinders and keys as possible.
A second issue concerns modifications to the mechanical design of the cylinders in order to allow for simplified models and more efficient computations. As pointed out in [39] , automorphisms of the poset of mechanical keys can be exploited algorithmically by working with equivalence classes, thereby reducing the complexity of the calculations. Presently, as described in Section 2, the pin assignments in the mechanical cylinders do not uniformly explore the combinatorial space and thereby subvert the existence of automorphisms. We expect a redesign to result in substantially better runtime performance and a simplified matching of groups of singleton keys to the same equivalence class of mechanical cylinders.
Moreover, connections to algebraic coding theory [54, 67, 68] may provide deep insights into intriguing mechanical design questions. For example, while in this paper we merely distinguish between presence and absence of security features, the use of pin shape variations within the same feature location is equivalent to encoding and matching with more a expressive alphabet than just a binary one, thereby producing cylinder sets of greater cardinality. But how much larger can we expect these sets to become, depending on how much we want individual cylinders to differ from each other? Instructively, when phrased in terms of a Hamming distance between code words, algebraic coding theory relates this particular question to so-called Singleton bounds and maximum distance separable codes [61] .
Last but not least, one may try to extend alternative models of knowledge representation and reasoning from artificial intelligence to lock system calculations. It seems very desirable to create an automated expert system [24, 31, 55] that implicitly encodes human insights and experience gained from decades of 'manual' calculations. The computational challenges aside, one practical difficulty in that regard however is the transmission of knowledge from the experts who, for somewhat understandable reasons, might only reluctantly share their skills. Nonetheless, we do see promising opportunities for researchers interested in such collaborations and hope to have sparked some interest in this exciting industrial application.
